The flash photolysis-resonance fluorescence technique has been utilized to mea- 
INTRODUCTION

Recent
In carrying out experiments on both reactions, the gas handling system and the reaction cell were "conditioned" by filling them with chlorine nitrate at a low pressure (<30 m Torr) to remove any active spots on the glass surfaces. (1) and (2) at less than .5%. It should be noted, however, the concentration of ClONO 2 (>1014 molecule cm -3) that at 298 K there was evidence indicating that was typically a thousand times greater than that ClONO 2 decomposed in the glass reaction cell when of either O(3P) (<<1011 atom ca-3), or OH (<1011 allowed to stand for several minutes. This radical cm-3). Under these conditions, it can be decomposition was evideht from repeated measurecalculated that secondary reactions should have Table I 
